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A price of $99.99 includes:

HoloScope
Cost-effective Solution to Microscopic and Holographic Imaging 

using Lensless Digital Holographic Microscopy (DHM)
for Educational and Rudimentary Research Needs

SOFTWARE:

HARDWARE:
A plug-and-play lensless DHM instrument with parallel and upright

imaging modes, accomodating glass slides and cuvettes for imaging

A hologram monitoring, viewing, acquiring, and processing software with intuitive GUI 

www.metrolaserinc.com/products/ldhm

Upright mode Parallel mode

Control panel Hologram Reconstruction



Working Principle
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Lensless DHM Configuration - The objects scatter the illuminating divergent light.

- The scattered light interfere with the undisturbed 
  divergent light, forming interference patterns which 
  are then recorded by the imaging sensor.

- The recorded interference pattern: Hologram

- Based on the equation governing coherent light
  propagation, images can be reconstructed from the
  hologram at different distances from the imaging
  sensor, i.e., numerical refocusing.

- Holographic imaging consists of two steps: hologram
  recording and reconstruction (refocusing), which is
  different from conventional microscopy where focusing
  needs to be achieved first. Thus, holography provides
  volumetric 3D imaging, eliminating manual focusing.

- The lensless configuration features simplistic components
  and setup while offers resolution comparable with
  the pixel size of the imaging sensor, on the order of 
  microns, sufficient for resolving various microscopic
  objects of interest.

Point light source emitting 
divergent coherent light

Imaging sensor

Example hologram (of a small piece of feather)

Fringes from interference

Reconstruction at z1 Reconstruction at z2



Features and Specifications
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Features of HoloScope lensless DHM system:
Cost effective

A volumetric, microscopic imaging tool of micron resolution for less than $100

Easy-to-use
Intuitive hardware, software, and the corresponding operating procedures 

Compact
Small footprint, light weight, one USB cable for power and data transfer

3D, volumetric, and label-free imaging
Possesses the general advantages of holographic imaging

Educationally friendly
Serves as an agency for teaching students about biology, optics, and imaging

Provides hands-on experience of microscopic imaging involving delicate operations

Research capable
The software offers basic measurement functionalities, e.g., measurements of
3D position, size, and morphology as well as temporal features.
Advanced functions, e.g., particle tracking, can be added upon request. 

Specifications
Wavelength 650 nm

Lateral resolution* 3.8 µm

Magnification** 1X - 10X

Field of view*** 6.0 mm x 3.3 mm (1X)

Imaging rate* 30 Hz

Pixel size* 3.1 µm

Pixel resolution* 1920 x 1080

Dimensions (LxWxH)

Weight

100 mm x 100 mm x 100 mm

500 g

*: sensor dependent

**: object distance
      dependent

***: sensor and object
distance dependent



Gallery of Imaging by HoloScope
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Time lapse image of moving Al2O3 particles in a depth range of
1 mm showing particle trajectories 

Copepods and a worm found in a pond

An ant on the glass slide

USAF resolution target
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Visit

to see the videos!


